
Points of View
First Person (I, me, my, mine / we, us, our) 

narrator is speaking from his/her own view
Second Person (you, your, you’re) 

narrator tells the story to the reader (you) 
Third Person (he, his, him/she, her/they, them)

narrator tells the story; narrator knows everyone’s 
feelings and thoughts; “all-knowing” (omniscient) 



Subjective vs. Objective

Subjective: narrator is a participant of story; details 

& language chosen to express the writer’s feelings

Objective: narrator is a nonparticipant in story; 

unbiased (no feelings/emotions) 



Use of SCENE vs. SUMMARY
Choose to tell a story using…. 

SCENE: visualize each event vividly and 
precisely

SUMMARY: relate events; mention essential 
events that happened



Verbs : Active vs. Passive

ACTIVE VOICE: subject does the action
PASSIVE VOICE: the subject is acted upon

ACTIVE VOICE packs more power. 
weak passive We were besieged in the basement by the wind.
strong active The wind besieged us in the basement. 



Focus on VERBS
Narration depends heavily on verbs to clarify 

and liven events. 
Strong verbs sharpen meaning. 

weak The wind made an awful noise.
strong The wind roared around the house.

forms of be can take away meaning
weak The noises were alarming to us.
strong The noises alarmed us. 









Points of View
First Person (I, me, my, mine / we, us, our) 

__________________________________________
Second Person (you, your, you’re) 

__________________________________________
Third Person (he, his, him/she, her/they, them)

__________________________________________
__________________________________________



Subjective vs. Objective

Subjective: ________________________________

__________________________________________

Objective: _________________________________

__________________________________________



Use of SCENE vs. SUMMARY
Choose to tell a story using…. 

SCENE: ________________________________

SUMMARY: ____________________________
__________________________________________



Verbs : Active vs. Passive

ACTIVE VOICE: ___________________________
PASSIVE VOICE: __________________________

____________________ packs more power. 
weak passive We were besieged in the basement by the wind.
strong active The wind besieged us in the basement. 



Focus on VERBS
Narration depends heavily on verbs to clarify 

and liven events. 
_______________________________________

weak The wind made an awful noise.
strong The wind roared around the house.

_______________________________________
weak The noises were alarming to us.
strong The noises alarmed us. 



Outlining Narrative Project: 
What point of view will you be telling your story? 

Are you going to be subjective or objective? 
Scene or summary? 

Outline your story: 
Basic summary of event/memory: 

People involved: 

Setting:

“Lesson” learned?







NARRATIVE Project
Poster Assignment
3-5 paragraphs (30 points) 

Semicolons & Commas (30 points) 
Photo (5 points) 
Creative Title/Heading (5 points) 
Professional Layout (10 points)

80 Participation Points


